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1666-1686. Sullivan divides his study into six sections: Date
and Author of the "Satyricon"; The Background of the Work;
Critical Views of the "Satyrlcon"; Historical, Social and
Literary Considerations: The Court Circle; The "Satyricon" ,1nd
Contemporary Literature: Lucan and Seneca; The Literary
Interpretation of the "Satyricon".
Swahn, Jan, "Psychemythos und Psychemiirchen," in Antiker
Mythos in unseren Miirchen (Kassel: Erich Roth Verlag, 1984)
92-112. [ see Fehling above)
Tatum, J., "Habinnas en de eros van Trimalchlo," Hermeneus
54 (1982) 130-137.
Verdiere, R. "Notes critiques," Sileno 8 (1982) 78. At
Sat. 62.9 read attattatae (an interjection) instead of
matavitatau; at 111.10 read cenulaeque instead ~f certe ab eo.
Vidmanova, A., "Ke staro~eske povfdce o
Apolllnovi Tyrskem," LF 107 (1984) 232-239. There is
provided a resume inGerman, "Zur alttschechischen
Erziihlung Uber Apollonios von Tyros."
Winkler, J., Auctor & Actor: A Narratological Reading of
Apuleius ' s 'l'he Golden Ass (Berkeley: University of Caltforn:l,o
Press, 1985) X..1.11 + 31, 0 pp. To be reviewed in the next issue.
Wooten, C., "Petronius and 'Camp'," Helios 11 (1984)
133-139. "Susan Sontag defines 'camp' as 'the love of the
unnatural, of artifice and exaggeration ••• a sensibility that
converts the serious into the frivolous ••• To perceive camp in
objects and persons is to understand Being as Playing a Role •••
It is the farthest extension, in sensibility, of the metaphor
of life as theater.' This is an excellent description of the
behavior of the major characters :J.n the Saty.icon •••• "
Zieger, R., "Die liistoria Apollonii Regis Tyri und der
Kaiserkult in Tarsos , " Chiron 14 (1984) 219-234. The Historia
was written soon af t er A. D. 215 in Latin .

Connolly, Cyril, The Unquiet Grave: A World Cycle by
Palinurus (New York: Persea Books, 1981; originally published
in Horizon 1944). There are at least two references to
Petronius: (p.9) "Periods when I lived: the Augustan age in
Rome, in Paris and London from 1660 to 1740, and lastly from
1770 to 1850. My friends in the first were Horace, Tibullus,
Petronius and Virgil; in the second: Rochester •••• " The second
is: (p. 87) "O litus vita ••• ", the first two lines from
Fragment 49 plus translation.
Connolly, Cyril, Enemies of Promise ( New York: Pers ea Books,
1983 (1938). Petronius appears often on the pages of this
book. In an autobiographical sketch C. remarks that " In 1910 I
was sent home from Africa •••• By now I had became an aesthete
•••• Sunsets were my preoccupation •••• Then there was the sea
itself, though, like Petronius, I cared only for the seashore ••• " (p. 147). When C. writes about his first sexual
stirrings he (almost) quotes a line from Sat. 79, sic ego
perire coepi (p. 150). C. as a youth rebelled quietly against
the established Church: "I liked the world of Suetonius and
Tacitus but the Latin prose-writer for me was Petronius
Arbiter. I had four editions of the Satyricon. The best I had
bound in black crushed levant and kept on my pew in chapel
where it looked like some solemn book of devotion and was never
disturbed. To sit reading it during the sermon, looking rever
ently towards the headmaster scintillating from the pulpit and
then returning to the racy Latin, 1 the smoke and wealth and
noise of Rome' was 'rather a gesture'" (p. 224). At Eton C.
claims to have been a popular boy who worked hard, a "brilliant
idler, a by-product of dandyism." He then quotes the opening
lines from Tacitus' description of Petronius (pp. 226-7). The
last reference to Petronius is on page 250, where c. again
speaks of reading Petronius in chapel.
DeMaria, Robert, The Empress (New York: Jove/HBJ, 1978).
Nero, Acte, and Petronius from Rome to Baiae. Petronius is
mentioned about 40 times.

The Matron of Ephesus in Spain
by Alex Scobie

NACHLEBEN
Connolly, Cyril, The Rock Pool (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1981; originally published in Paris: Obelisk Press,
1936; reprinted London: Hamish Hamilton, 1947). The Rock Pool
owes much to the pagan Norman Douglas and his South Wind
(1917); the tradition has been continued by Jean Rhys and her
Wide Sargasso Sea (1966). In the Introduction to the 1981
Oxford edition Peter Quennell notes (IX) that Petronius was one
of Connelly's favorite authors; in a letter send by Connolly
(Chelsea 1935) informing Quennell that he was dedicating The
Rock Pool to him, Connolly notes (letter included in 1981-0xford edition, XVI): "Tacitus, Suetonius, Juvenal, Martial,
Gatullus and even Petronius were among the writers whom the
authorities, confident in the immunity which their methods of
teaching bestowed, included in the curriculum, and we were also
able to find a master whose mind was naturally Roman, and who
confirmed us in that we had thought. Henceforth the invective
of Catullus, the bile of Juve~al, and the aristocratic bawdy
of Petronius became the natural food of our imaginations
Connelly's love of the Satyricon is set out in detail in his
essay "On Re-reading Petronius" [reprinted in Previous
Convictions (New York: Harper, 1963) 105-109].

The recent book of Maxime Chavalier, Cuentos folkl6ricos
espanoles del siglo de oro, Barcelona 1983, contains on p.
263f. a version in verse of the Matron of Ephesus which was
known in Spain during the golden age. Its ultimate source is
not immediately clear, but Chevalier cities it from Miguel de
Madrigal, Segunda parte del Romancero general II, pp.
299-301. Chevalier also indicates in a note (p. 264) that
other versions of the tale were known: Esopo (3.9) Las fabulas
••• (1546); Poetas dramaticos valencianos, Madrid 1929, vol .
2, p. 561-2 (anon.)
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REVIEWS
Petronian Lesefrilchte: Melville's Redburn
by J,P, Sullivan
Among the many casual classical references that Herman Melville
throws about in his works, with considerable artistic freedom,
two reference to Petronius are worth noting in Redburn: His
First Voyage (1849), Inc, 56 the author compares the small
graceful hand of Harry Bolton to those of some Roman worthies:
It was as the sturdy farmer's hand of Cincinnatus,
who followed the plough and guided the state; but
it was as the perfumed hand of Petronius Arbiter,
that elegant young buck of a Roman, who once·
cut great Seneca dead in the forum,
It was perceptive of Melville to divine an ant.ipathy between
Seneca and Petronius, He contrasts them again later (c, 58) in
discussing the attitude to imminent death as an index of life
and faith, Melville's young narrator sees Socrates and even
Hume dying Christian deaths, By contrast:

Seneca died dictating to posterity; Petronius lightly
discoursing of essences and love-songs,,,
"Essences" pulls one up sharply, Melville is obviously allud
ing to the famous passage in Tacitus' Annals, 16.18, where
Petronius' death is described, There the dying Petronius
listens to his friends, who do not bother him with serious
philosophical topics such as the immortality of the soul, but
offer instead levia carmina et faciles versus, Melville's
"love-songs" do es we ll anough for levia earmina , a traditional
description of elegiac l,uva·- poct·ry , but wher e i n the Latin (or
some English translation thereof) are the "essences"?
Melville's misreading of his notes? A lapsus calami o r ~
typographicus? The editorial remedy is easy: for "essences",
read ''easy verses'"•

ANNOUNCEMENTS
George Clement Whittick died at age 84 on 30 March 1985. Up
to his retirement he had been since 1921 at the Classics
Department of King's College, Newcastle upon Tyne (now
University) and was for many years Senior Tutor in Arts.
Though his chief research concerns lay in Roman archaeology, he
was deeply interested in Petronius, It is only proper that the
Newsletter call attention to his passing,
The attention of the reader is called to an article in this
Newsletter, "Tres Albi Sues: Petronius Cena, 47,8-50," sent
just before Mr, Whittick's death and corrected by his son-in
law Anthony Rowland-Jones of Grantchester, Mr, Rowland-Jones
has also generously donated the Petronius papers of Mr. Whit
tick to the Petronian Society Library,

R,L, Hunter, A Study of Daphnis and Chloe, Cambridge
Classical Series, Cambridge, 1983. ix+ 136pp. [17.50.
review by Donald Norman Levin
In the Preface to his slender volume II, makes clear that his
aim is "to fill the gap" which results from "the lack of a
basic guide to the literary and rhetorical background against
which this work [sc, Longus' D&C) was written" (p, vii),
Correspondingly it is his intention to say very little about a
subject which has preoccupied scholars ever since the initial
publication of Erwin Rohde's Der griechische Roman in 1876,
namely how the ancient novel may have originated, To his
credit H, stresses differences among extant examples of prose
fictio~ from Greco-Roman antiquity "in terms of wit, rhetorical
skill and narrative coherence" (ibid,),
In his opening chapter, "Title, Author, Date" (pp. 1-15 and
nn,),, II, speculates that the original designati~n for D&C ,was
simply A£0$Laxa
or IToLµ£VLXa
or even A£0$Laxa ROLµ£VLXa (p,
1), As for the creator of this much admired fiction, II, pre
fers to accept the name Longus rather than assume anonymity,
prefers too to classify him, despite epigraphical evidence that
Longi at Mitylene belonged to the gens Pompeia and served as
magistrates, not as an Italian writing in Greek, but as a
Romanized Hellene rather (p, 2), Rightly or wrongly, 11, points
to "his polished style" by way of proof (ibid,), I say "or
wrongly" in view, for example, of the mastery of English idiom
and prose-style exhibited in a latter day by a triad of cele
brated novelists whose native tongues were respectively Polish,
Armenian, and Russian, the gentlemen in question being Joseph
Conrad, Michael Arlen, and Vladimir Nabokov,
What of chronology? At the end of the chapter H. concedes that
his survey of the available evidence must be termed "rather
disappointingly inconclusive" (p. 15). In succession he had
considered (1) parallelism between Longus' novel and the clear
ly "sophistic" L&C of Achilles Tatius, which latter work ap
pears, thanks topapyrological finds, to have been composed no
later than the second century (p. 3), (2) the seeming absence
from D&C of accentually defined rhythmic clausulae, a feature
of Greek prose written after A.O. 350 (ibid,), (3) the likeli
hood that the three thousand drachmae discovered by Daphnis are
pegged to pre-inflationary values which prevailed before the
last third of the third century (pp, 3f), (4) the possibility
that the author of D&C was influenced by Roman landscape paint
ing of the mid-secondcentury (pp. 4-6), (5) parallelisms
between Longus's novel and Alciphron's not so easily datable
Letters of Farmers (pp. 6-13), (6) the possibility that the
Letters of Farmers ascribed to Aelian (ca, 170-230 A,D,) con
tain Alciphronic borrowings (pp. 13-15), Nevertheless in the
end II, makes clear that he cannot bring himself to reject or
even seriously to doubt "the communis opinio that D&C was
composed in the late second or early third century or our era"
(p. 15).
Invitlng the reader to take note of what will be set down in
ensuing chapters, H, opines that the dating in question "also
suits the novel's literary and stylistic affiliation" (ibid,),
In Ch, II, "The Constituent Elements" (pp. 16-58 and nn,), H,
delves into some of the subtleties and ambiguities with which
he finds D&C to be rife, Would that he had organized his dis
cussion asintelligibly as Longus organized his novel! Still,
there is much of merit in this chapter, particularly in Sec, iv
(pp, 38-52 and nn,), devoted to discussion of the ecphrastic
proem prefixed by Longus to his four-book narrative. Concern
for the subtle and/or ambiguous persists into Ch, III, "The
Literary Texture (pp. 59-83 and nn.), in my judgment the most
successfully presented portion of II,' s book, "D&C is replete,"
H, observes at the outset, "with echoes of and allusions to
archaic, classical and Hellenistic Greek literature" (p, 59 ad
init,), He concedes that debt to pre'vious writings may be
unconscious in some cases or reflect a general tradition rather
than be dependent on some specific antecedent;, "In the majority
of cases, however," he insists., "an echo of earlier literature
invests a scene with a layer of meaning which would otherwise
be difficult to fit into the artificially simple narrative"
(ibid,),
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The authors from whom Longus appears to have borrowed most
often are Homer and Theocritus; Not surprlsingly, therefore,
H. addresses himself straightway to d.lscussion of a sertes of
possible Theocritean and Homeric echoes (pp. 59-63). Without
employing the term contaminstio (applicable, for example--but
H. says noting of this--to Terence's having modelled, by his
own admission, his Andria on the Perinthia as well as on the
Andris of Menander) H. nonetheless credits Longus with having
looked to two or more models in some instances as well as with
having shown his independence by making alterations in lone
originals (p. 60 ad init.).
Particularly noteworthy, however, is H. 's reminder that some
Theocr.ltean echoes may in turn echo archaic models to which
Theocritus was himself indebted: e.g. poems of Anacreon and
Sappho (pp. 62f.). And, as in the case of Polyphemus the
Cyclops, with whom--of all personsl--Longus' Daphnis appears to
be sometimes compared, the novelist may look both to
Theocritus' Idylls and to Homer's Odyssey (p. 63).
From p. 63 top. 65 H. concerns himself with parallelisms
between D&C and other novels extant from Greco-Roman antiquity,
concludes"that the links between D&C and the tradition of the
prose romance are strong" (p. 65) .Yet at the same time he
stresses differences even as he denies the validity of some
scholars' claim that Longus' creation figures simply as a
pastoral version of the novel (ibid.). So far, so good. Yet I
am inclined to gainsay H.'s contrasting Longus and Petronius on
the supposition that, whereas the latter "has used this like
ness [sc. between the adventures of his picaresque heroes and
certain situations which occur in "ideal" romance] for humorous
and sometimes parodic effects," the former for his part "does
not seek to make any sustained capital out of his readers'
awareness that he is exploiting the tradition of prose romance
(along with many other traditions)" (ibid.).
Did Longus avail himself not only of bucolic poetry, but also
of a tradition of bucolic prose represented, for example, by
Dio Chrysostom's Euboikos? H. deems it unnecssary to assume
such a tradition outside the rhetorical schools, yet admits
that the picture may be distorted, thanks to the loss of so
much of the 11 terature from antiquity ( p. 6 7). Perhaps so. Yet
I am not happy with the bland assurance with which H. announces
that what distinguished Dio from Longus is that the farmer's
purpose, unlike the latter's--psce Merkelbachii Chslkiique--is
"essentially moralising and exhortstory" (p. 66).
From p. 67 top. 71 H. focusses his attention on links between
D&C and the comic tradition, on New Comedy more particularly.
While he may be right in suggesting that New Comedy provides
prototypes for the depiction of such jaded urbanites as Astylus
and the parasite Gnathon (pp.69ff.), I am less convinced than
he that a Mensndrean reference to tokens of recognition
(&vayvwp~crµaTa) whose rediscovery prevented a foundling from
blundering into marriage with his own sister has any real
relevance to the plot of D&C. Nor do I rush to concur with
H.'s conco111itant suggestion "that Longus teases us with the
possiblity that Daphnis snd Chloe will turn out to be
siblings" or that the teen-aged pair's repeated failures at
lovemaking hint at such a conclusion (p. 68). On the other
hand, I should not fault H. for tying Lycaenion and her wolfish
name to the comic tradition--even to Old Comedy as well as to
New: for H. is aware of the similarity between that young
matron's excuse for going forth from her house (D&C Ill 16,1)
and that offered by Aristophanes' Praxagora (Eccl. 528f.) (p.
69 ad init.)
Subjoined to Ch. Ill are paired Appendices A and B having to do
respectively with Longus and Sappho (pp. 73-76 and nn.) and
with Longus and Philitas (pp. 76-83 and nn.). That the former
should prove more convincing is no surprise. Enough Sapphic
material is extant to allow for 111eaningful comparisons. In the
case of Philitas, on the other hand, whose remains are far
scantier, the investigator ts forced to rely, just as is H.
hi111self, on supposed Roman imitation. Fortunately H. turns out
to be less dogmatic than Jean Hubaux, who in an article
published in 1953 took note of certain parallelisms between D&C
and the Elegies of Propertius, only to insist that the novelist
could not possibly have been in contact wlth the elegist's work
and that any similarity would have to be due to reliance on a
common source such as Philitas' lost wr.lting, He who had peg
ged Longus at the outset as possibly a Romanized Hellene does
not shrink from granting that that author might have known the
poetry of Propertius and Tibullus and Virgll and Horace.
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The fourth chapter, "Language and Style" (pp. 84-98 and nn.),
like the second, seems to me somewhat disorganized. Still, H.
provides numerous useful tips concerning Longus' two styles:
simple and straightfoward in much of the narrative, ornate and
even "poetic" in set-pieces such as the proem and the lnter
calated tales and the debate of Daphnis and Dorcon and the
lament of Lamon over his ruined garden.
At tlmes, however, H. forgets himself and behaves as if the
latter were Longus' only stylistlc manner. "The ornate style
of D&C," he contends at p. 90, "with its balanced phrases,
rhymes and assonances must, at least in part, be an attempt to
reproduce the characterlstics of Greek bucolic poetry in which
balance and anti thesls are major organising principles," Do I
dispute the claim that Longus learned much from the language
and manner of the pastoral tradition? Hardly. Nor do I
dispute the suggestion on H's part that Longus could have
acquired the same principles of organization likewise from the
writing of the sophist _G orgias, if not also from his own
contemporary or near-contemporary Hermogenes, which latter's
discussion of yAux1hn, (a quality much in evidence in Longus'
writings) H. reproduces extensively in translation (pp. 93-96).
Likewise not implausible is the supposition that Longus'
penchant for mixing the poetic and the sophistic gained a boost
from the encomium of Eros ascribed to the dramatist Agathon in
Plato's Symposium (p, 91).
Let it be acknowledged, however, that H. credits the author of
D&C regularly with restraint, a quality which he appears to
find lacking in the novel penned by the ultra-sophisticated
Achilles Tatius (see p. 73 and--at least by implication
Achilles suffers a sneer anew--p. 84). And yet, lf I may be
allowed to return for a moment to the hitherto slighted Ch. II,
although he discerns "no necessary divorce between high arti
fice and real intellectual depth," H. nonetheless refuses to
grant Longus any more than Achilles entr€e into that small
and select company of ancient authors who exhiblt both char
acteristics (p. 58). What is my own feeling about this? I
feel that, had H. been willing to accept rather than set aside
the formulations of Merkelbach, Chalk, et al., he would surely
have bestowed on Longus renewed applause instead of asserting
that this author "tickles rather than nourishes our intellects"
(ibid.).

Graham Anderson. Ancient Fiction: The Novel in the
Graeco-Roman World. London and Sydney: Croom Helm.
Totowa, New Jersey: Barnes and Nobles, 1984. vii+ 248 PP •
review by Donald Norman Levin
In the Preface to his newest volume A. more or less repeats
what he had imparted all through ES ( sc . Bros Sophistes :
Ancient Novelists st Play (• American Classical Studies 119)
(Chic o , California: Scholars Press, 1982) (t:cviewed by Brent W.
Sinclair, PSN 15,1 (1983-1984) 4)), saying that he sees ancient
fiction "as the work of assured and responsible artists rather
than sentimental simple tons" (AF, p. v). In his opening
chapter he not only denies Hellenistic origins, as opposed to
the assimilation of certain features certifiably Hellenistic
(pp. 1 and 19) 1 but also attempts to demonstrate what others,
starting with Archbishop Huet back in the 1670's, have argued
before him, namely that the ultimate antecendents of the
Graeco-Roman novel are Oriental. A. looks back, however, not
merely to Memphis on the Nile or to Babylon on the Euphrates,
but even to pre-Semitic Sumeria, arguing, for example, that
Longus' Daphnis and Chloe, despite indebtedness to such
diverse Greek sources as Plato's Dialogues and Theocritus'
Idylls and the comedies of Menander, is derived ultimately
ra he r from such Sumerian forebears as Dumuzi ' s Dream (pp.
6ff.) and Enmerkar sad Ensuhke~danna (pp . 9H.) .
Simil.arly A. derive.a lle.liodorus' Aethiopica i..n large measure
from Sumerian texts having to do w.ith the goddess tnanna (pp .
14 f . ) as well as from Enlil and Ninlil, which latter work ap
pear s to have influenced also (abe1.t via dHferent selecttons)
both Chariton' s Chaereas a,1d Cdlirhoe (pp . 16£.) and
AchUles Tatius ' Leu.d ppe and Clitophon (1pp . l.7f.).
Lo ng after the time of the Greek and Roma!\ novelists, A. takes
not , Enlil and Ninlil lnEluenced e.Yen The Arabian Nights (p .
18). Still, he does not fnll to point uut thsc 1.n part.icu.lars
11r the ,n.ost part "the Arabic is closer to ohe Greek than to
the Sumerian. But since most are also oriental commonplaces,
it is probable that Achilles drew them from a local tradition
of his story, rather than that the Arabic author used Achilles"
(p. 18 (p. 23 ad fin.), n. 92).
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Do I accept A,'s thesis of Sumerian origins? To a degree,
Certainly it seems more plausible than the possibly facetious
suggestion of Ben Perry that the Graeco-Roman novel came into
being through the will of one man on a Tuesday afternoon in
July (cited more precisely by A, at p, 25 ad init, from p, 175
of P,'s The Ancient Rom(lnces: A L.lterary Historical Accouo Of
Their Origins ( • Sacher Classical Lectures UJ7) (.Be·c keley and
Los ~ngeles: University of California , 1967)). Yet there
remains some murky ground between the novels as we know them
and the supposed Sumei;-ian exe mplars, What is the line of
transmission from Dumuzi 's Dream and the like to Daphnis and
Chloe and Chaereas and Callirhoii and Leucippe and Clitophon
and the Aethiopica? Is it strai~ht and direct, with Longus and
the rest consciously following Sumerian tradition, or quite
indirect, with a number of intermediaries, Babylonian or
Egyptian or other, interposed and with Longus ' and the rest
possibly quite unaware of the ultimate source for what they
have consciously or unconsciously appropriated?
A, himself, however, tends to be far less cautious than this
reviewer, "We can reasonably expect," he announces I a few
paragraphs into Chapter 2, "that the first Greek novel was not
so much invented, as retold and regenerated as often as the god
himself" (p, 27)--the god being, of course, Sumerian Dumuzi Babylonian Tammuz (Adonis), the very god whose ritual was
witnessed in cosmopolitan Alexandria by those two transplanted
Syracusan bourgeoises who figure as protagonists of Theocritus'
fifteenth Idyll (ibid,), "The task of the novelists, then," A,
continues, "was not necessarily to invent where this material
was already supplied, It would rather have been to supply and
present, to accommodate narrative material to a new cultural
context" (ibid,),
In ensuing chapters A, offers much of interest even as he con
tinues to tout the merits of four out of "The Big Five,"
the glaring exception being Xenophon of Ephesus, whose
ineptitudes he exposes no less mercilessly in AF than in the
previously published ES, Particularly valuable, in my opinion,
are A,'s observationsin Chapter 4 concerning characterization
in the novel, Crediting excessive expectation for the
prevalent view of the heroes and heroines of ancient fiction
as puppets (p. 62), A, counters with the contention that the
male and female protagonist should be viewed "as a Liebespaar,
a single organism trying to unite itself [I am surprised that
A,, so alive elsewhere to Platonic and comic echoes, should say
nothing here about the speech assigned to Aristophanes in
Plato's Symposium], They are lovers first, intriguers second,
and characters third, Before we judge them as somehow inferior
or cloying, we should bear in mind the standard we accept
without question for New Comedy" (pp. 62f.),
A, draws a distinction, to be sure, between the traditional
hero, for whom involvement with women was marginal rather
than central, and the lover-heroes shown in the novel, men who,
like Jason in Apollonius' Argonautica, need constant help from
others in order to succeed (p, 63). In comparison with
Clitophon and Daphnis, however, such individuals as Chaereas
and Theagenes "do indeed tend to emerge as puppets, without any
profile other than as consorts of the beloved" (p. 64), But
what of Chaereas' successful military career? And what of
Theagenes' resolute refusal to comply with Arsace's sexual
demands? Would that A. had addressed himself thereto?
As for heroines, A, sees them as complementary to the heroes
(p, 64 still)--albeit "Daphnis and Chloe share the action
just about equally, as innocent victims of sexual ignorance and
circumstances in about equal measure" (p, 65 ad init,).
According to A, (for whom Longus can seemingly do no wrong,
just as Xenophon of Ephesus can seemingly do no right), the
former "is not a mere pastoral puppet, but a natural adolescent
who just happens to be a country cousin" (p, 64), while the
latter "comes across as a very young and delightful girl" (p.
65).
I am less happy with A,'s view of Heliodorus' Charicleia~-as if
he had found her prototype not in ancient Sumeria, but in the
Chinese legend of Turandot--"as an icy princess and still icier
virgin" (ibid,), Not at all, not at all, Blood rather than
ice-water runs in this maiden's veins, She is capable of
becoming positively 111 and bed-ridden as a consequence of hav
ing fallen in love with Theagenes, She worries constantly
about her beloved's well-being, even--despite that oath of
chastity toward her own person which A, faults her for having
extorted from Theagenes himself (p, 65 (p.73), n, 18)--recom
mends that he have sex with Arsace rather than suffer further
physical abuse at the hands of the imperious lady's agents,
More interesting, at any rate, is A,'s discussion of the
characterization of amorous rivals of both sexes, Arsace
herself included, If I have understood A, aright,
Arsace : Theagenes :: Ishtar : Gilgamesh

And so yet again Mesopotamia would provide the model (p, 65:
cf, p. 200),
Does Mesopotamia provide the model also for the religious
element of the novels, the prime concern of Chapter 5? Here,
however, A, becomes uncharacteristically cautious:
We must now look at this old problem [sc, of whether
religious motifs are essential or original in the
novelistic genre] in the light of new evidence: the
hero of Daphnis and Chloe had been a god after all
[sc, Sumerian Dumuzi = Babylonian Tammuz/Adonis], We
must accept that the material of the oriental novel
could draw directly on the sacral myths of the Ancient
Near East: its hero could indeed be a dying god, his
Scheintod could correspond to the onset of winter and
the death of plants, his marriage to a cyclic sacred
marriage, Moreover the dying god was a hero of narrative
long before Greek mystery reli_gions become identifiable
as "Greek" at all. We might ver.y easily ,ccepc that
Dumuzi ' s Dream could have served ·as a genuine ,ny.s tery
text : but what does that prove for Daphni e and Chloe?
The Odyssey is a far cry from Gilgamesh, in splte of a
common encestry, And even in S11me,;tan lltecnture th"
presence of gods has little to do with piety or probity,
[pp. 75f].
In ensuing para.icaphs A. , who al·c eatly in ES had rejected
Merkelbach' s My sterienroma n-theorie as incompatible wlth the
humorous approach supposedly adopteil by the majority of the
novelists, even including the baroquely portentous Heliodorus,
admits anew that gods can be viewed or employed in an equivocal
manner (p, 76), further that Hellenistic and Roman authors
might respond quite subjectively to the same religious pheno,n
ena. He contrasts, for example, Aelius Aristides and Apuleius,
finds the one "ponderously pious and neurotlc"--at least in his
The Sacred Tales (ibid,)--finds the other to be--at least tn
his Metamorphoses-- "an irrepressibly curious rel igtous
connoisseur with a wry sense of humour" (ibid,),
Does A, link even Apuleius' Metamorphoses--likewise the
associated ovo,-tales ascribed to Lucian and to Lucius of
Patrae--to some supposed Sumerian exemplar? Most assuredly,
But I forego detailed discussion of A,'s Chapter 13, where the
ancestry of the Metamorphoses and of its congeners is
explored, likewise of Chapters 12 and 14, where A, looks into
the possibility that Petronius's Satyricon is indebted not only
to Sumerian literature, but even to "the same tale-complex,"
I move forward instead to the fifteenth and final chapter,
Here A, boldly--too boldly, in my opinion--trumpets forth the
good news that the problem of the origins of the novel with
which Erwin Rohde so assiduously grappled a century ago "is now
substantially solved" (p. 217, with (p. 200) n, 1, where
Archbishop Heut's much earlier contribution is likewise
acknowledged), To A,'s credit, however, this assertion of
Greek and Roman indebtedness to Oriental, more specifically to
Sumerian prototypes leads not to denigration, but to
appreciative praise of a somewhat different kind of creativity,
"Up till the present," A, observes, "it had seemed obvious that
Longus was a writer of isolated genius: now he has to be
accepted as one of a long line of pastoral miniaturists
stretching from the first known literature" (sc, that of
Sumeria) (p, 219). Similarly A, points out that Chariton' s
"tale of the love-triangle across the sea may be suspected of
ancestry as old as sail lng" (ibid,), also that Petronius 1
contribution, like that of Apuleius, would establish him "as a
flamboyant adaptor, editor and translator rather than as an
original artist of the kind we had taken for granted" (ibid,),
Acknowledging once again "the Sumerian scaffolding," A,
scrutinizes what he calls "the tortuous patterning" of
Heliodorus' Aethiopica, sees the convolutions both as tour de
force and as evidence of a stronger Oriental element than had
at first been granted by scholars (p, 218), Nor need awareness
that Calasiris is representative of a type long established in
folklore militate against our appreciating to the full
"Heliodorus' handling of priestly equivocation" (pp, 217,),
Hearl hear! It just so happen that Calasiris, the good-hearted
charlatan-priest, and his clever ,and alert protegee
Charicleia are among my favorites in ancient fiction,
A, brings his AF to a close with~ triad of Appendices, I
tarry only forthe first Appendix, that which has to do with
possible parallelisms between a recently published Sumerian
text, BM 120011, and 2, 3-4 of Longus' pastoral novel (both
cited in translation at p, 222), It seem to me, however, that
A, is flirting already with procrust eanism when he entertains
the expectation "that evenutally every episode in Daphis and
Chloe can be related to a Sumerian analogue" (p, 223),
0
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How would I rate A,'s AF overall? As a valuable contribution
to scholarship, but also as a work to be read with caution and
always in conjuction with ES, wherein A, concerns himself not
only with humor, but -also with what he deliberately excludes
for the most part from his more recent volume: the influence
on the ancient novel of a wide va·r iety of Greek and Hellenistlc
exemplars from a number of different literary genres,

NOTES
Tres Albi Sues:

Petronius Cena 1 47.8-50.1

by G, Clement Whittick, Cambridge
The details of this complex episode in the Cena Trimalchionis
call for closer consideration than they have hitherto received,
Trimalchio invites his guests to choose for immediate slaughter
and Rervlng at table one of the three pigs 1>are.ded before them
("quern," inquit 1 " ex eis v ultis i n c·enam statim fieri?: 47 ,10).
'But hn vlng prais ed the skill of hi s cooks, he hi mseU, instead
of allowing the guests to make their choice, at once brings in
his chef and orders the oldest animal to be slaughtered
(concinuoque cociµn vocari iussit 1 et non expectata e.lectione
nostra 1 maximum natu iussit occid1: 47 , 11) ,
Thill selt!ction of the most a ged of the three animals i s not one
that we - or his guests - would expect, since the other two
have been expressly described by the nomenculator as of the
more tender age of two years and three years respectively,
Clearly, then, we need to be able to explain why Trimalchio
makes the choice, in spite of his invitation to the guests, and
more especially why he makes this particular choice, The
reason, as I believe, is that - like a conjuror about to
perform a card trick - he is forcing this, the oldest and least
attractive animal, upon his guests as an essential preliminary
to a prepared scene that is to follow, He fills in a short
interval by some self-advertisement (48, 1 - 3, with some
preliminaries in 47,12 -13), including a display of his own
qualifications as a student of literature and rhetoric, Amid
the dutiful applause which this produces (48,7), he himself,
still careful to address Agamemnon as a " professor" from whom
the right knowledge and the right kind of answer could be
expected (note the personal singular tu (#4) continued in~
•••••• putes, and onwards to #7) introduces two points from
literature and mythology which are not so artlessly chosen as
may at first appear, They serve in fact to link his boasted
academic knowledge with the proof of remarkable culinary powers
which are at that very moment in process, Both points are
prompted by the dish of pork which is being prepared, in much
the same way as the confused literary and mythological refer
ences of 52 (init,) are prompted by the reliefs on the goblets.
The full meaning of Trimalchio's reference ta the Cyclops is
admittedly not clear, but at least it seems evident fr.om
poricino (sol!: 48,7)1 that it involves the use against
Ulysses of something recognisably related to the word porcus,
In the reference to the labours of Hercules the pig motif is
not far to seek; Trimalchio 18 surely reminding his i:uest that
Herc ules , too , killed a sus . This inter1>retatlon 1s supported
IIY the fac~ t hat cha tuskso f the eus Erymanthius were reput~d
t o he preserved i n the temple of Apollo at Cumae 2 , the
very place linked )<llth anothe r marvel see n the re by Trimal c hio
w-i th his own eyes, the wizene d S:l, byl i .n ampulln {oam. Sibyllam
quidem, #8: cf, Friedlander on 38.4, nam mulam quidem, for
the increase in emphasis), In view of the wards nondum
efflaverat omnia (49.1) we should picture Trimalchio as slowly
and dramatically breathing out, with lingering emphasis on the
aspirates, the old Sibyl's reply to the urchins' taunts (for
efflare of the words of the dying, cf, Florus II,17,11 [iv,7):
we have here another instance of the mimicking of scenes from
everyday experience, as well as of drama or theatrical or
musical turns (cf, 64,5, 68,3, 7 etc), culminating in the
expression of Trimalchio's own basic obsession with the idea of
death - "fingite me mortuum esse" (78 ,5), But why does
Trimalchio introduce here his reference to the Sibyl of Cumae?
To regard it merely as another fragmentary example of his
knowledge (so Friedlander, ad loc,) is not satisfactory: the
point is surely that the Sibyl, like the chosen pig, is an
unduly long-lived creature (vivax Sibylla, Ovid., F, IV, 875)
who should in normal circumstances have met her end long ago,

Note that in 47 ,8, in the descriptlon of the aniinal i1nposed by
Trimalchio upon his guests, the reading of His tercium
vero 3 1am senem. In senem we have a technical t ~
frequently found in such a context, and lt should be retained
not changed to sexennem (Wehle: edd, pl,) - the pig has already
reached old age, contrary to what must have been the more
common fate of such animals, We may compare Juvenal's
contrasting reference (IV. 160) to Jewish abstlnence: et vetus
indulget senibus clementia porcis, where senibus is
predicative,"so that they reach old age"4, Further,
consider Trimalchio's remark in 47,10: mei coci etiam vitulos
aeno coctos solent facere, Here vitulos, say the commentators
and translators, means "whole calves", But even lf the Latin
said this (which it does not) the remark would not be at all
impressive, The cooking of "whole calves" would he no more of a
recommendation for Trimalchio' s cooks than the cooking of whole
boars~ and this was an everyday occurrence, according to
Pliny ; the appearance later indeed, of a vitulus elixus as
part of another contrived scene (59.6) arouses no special
comment (cf, 40,3). vitulos in 47,10 is open to suspicion as
being feeble and pointless in the context; what is nee ded i s
not emphasis on the quite ordinary size for a culinary product,
but on the culinary skill that can make an old animal tender a sense that vitulos, which refers to the young, cannot give,
If, however, we read vetulos (an easy and natural scribal
error), the picture becciiiiesclear, Trlmalchio' s cooks can
perform wonders: they kill off old creatures (vetulos) who
have survived beyond the natural life-span and then serve them
up succulent (cf, percoqui 49,2), fresh and lusty, not shrunken
or withered as might be expected,6
Trimalchio, on the above analysis, is indulging in a ludicrous
and elaborate death-and-rejuvenation/rebirth episode, The old
pig, unexpectedly selected perforce in preference to its young
er companions after its advanced age has been expressly
announced by the nomenculator (47,8) (whose presence, the cause
of much dispute among editors - see, e.g., Maiuri ad loc. thus becomes an essential feature of the scene), is treated by
Trimalchio's clever cooks, and so, in the latter part of the
action, which is based on the so-called porcus Troianus of
Roman banquets, 7 quickly returns dead indeed but larger
(49,2) and with a fine content of guts (49,10) which are then
made to play their part in a brief "divination" for
Trimalchio's benefit, One is reminded of Juvenal's commentB
on divination s lmllarly by means of the exta et candiduli
divina tomacula porci, The setting of the scene in 47,8 ff,
favours its interpretation as a comedy of ritual. The tables
have been purified b¥ cleansing (commundatis ad symphoniaro
mensis, 47,8): the three pigs are white (the most suitable and
best for sacrlfice) and are adorned with tintinnabula (an
apotropaic feature associated with religious rites) and with
capistra (used for leading victims safely to sacrifice);9
the chosen animal in fact here not only displays no ill-omened
reluctance to go to its fate 10 but departs so eagerly that
its guardian is left dragging behind (47.13 [48,1): the ac
cusative cocum •••••• adroonitum calls for no change), Finally,
as the actual evisceration takes place (though exinterare is
primarily a culinary term) the slaves present, already schooled
for the purpose, solemnly utter the ritual cry "Gaio feliciter"
(50,1: cf, 60,7), So, with happy augury for Trimalchio himself
from the entrails of the allegedly reconstituted animal, the
scene is concluded,
The mythological points involved in the scene are few and of a
popular kind, not likely to be beyond the comprehension of
guests who have already been expected to be familiar with
(e,g,) Pegasus and Marsyas (36,3,4) and indeed to be able to
appreciate the much more complex details of the astrological
dish of 35-39, The scene is in keeping with Petronius' general
characterisation of Trimalchio as a roan attracted by the themes
of death and rebirth. 1 1 As often (and doubtless inspite of
the efforts of his structor) Trimal~hio tends to muddle his
literary and other references, But the whole episode is
well-suited to mark the resumption•of the dinner-party after
Trimalchio's return (41,9 and 47,1) and its anticipated effect
upon the guests is appropriately emphasised in the opening
words of 47.8 (nee adhuc scieba,nus nos in medio, quod aiunt,
clivo laborare') . It shows the s ame c orobi11ati01\ of self
display and selfish superstition (an·•aspect of popular religion
in which Trimalchio was something of a specialist) as prompted
his astrological dish at one extreme, and, at the other, such
incidents as the sacrifice of the cockerel in 74, 1-5, a minor
display which from its context and description is also seen to
have been contrived rather than accidental,

9
1,

2,

aut de Ulixe fabul.am.1 qumnadmodum illi Cyclops pollicem
podcino elttorai t. porkino (_1:!) = porcino in vulgar.
form; 'lli.iche.ler suggests perhaps some tool shaped like a
pig's head, The apparent reversal of the situation from
that normally found in such a well-known story suggests
that 1111 Cyclops is better retained, as in_!!, to give the
required emphasis, In certain folk-tales parallel to the
Homeric story Ulysses loses a finger during his escape;
but he himself is said to cut it off, as the only way to
rid himself of a vocal magic-ring taken from the Cyclops,
which is guiding its master to the new wearer (an inter
esting anticipation of the homing "bleep" of modern
electronics), See Sir J,G, Frazer's edition of Apol
lodorus (Loeb: 1921), II. App. XIII, 404 ff.
Pliusan. VIII. 24.5: KuµaCoL 6£ OL /:v 'OnLxoCs auos o6ovrns
Cl\!OIXEL)J£\!OUS 11apcx aq,i:aL\! £\! 'AnoHwvo, LEPlji AOY'Jl \JE:V A£YOUOLV
ol'. o6ov,Es
£l£v 100 ~puµav~i:ou.
Pausan'las h1.msel6 was not convi.nced by the claim .
Gaselee (The Codex Treguriensis, Cambridge , 1915)
transcrlbes as terc:jl.um no(n) ism aetiem, Bu.t tn !! the
f!J:st letter of the prepenultimate word i.s cleu·r ly not .!!.
but u , in an abbreviatlon of vero (cf. 29 . 4, 32,3,37 .9).
Coluiiiel.la (Vll.. 'J.2-4) says that a sow wo.s thought tit for
breeding pur 1,oses up co seven years, but 'luanto fecundior
est, celerius senescit: boars were fstce ned for .e ood at
the age either of six months or of three to four years,
i.e., before or after the nominal period of sexual
maturity. Varro (De r.r. II. 4.8: the text is not
certain) seems to say that a boar is useful for breeding
purposes from eight months up to three years, deinde it
retro quoad perveniat ad la nium, Hie enim conciliator
ouillae carnis dat.us populo.
cotid iana res: Pliny, l:!.N . vru. 210: cf , Juv . 1.i40-l:
Bou)(c1v tin s Ul,ln s Ant.II, Pal. 6 •.153.
Cf . Petron , T,rag , XXI anus tecocta vino : Catull., LIV. 5,
seni recocto: Cic ., De Sen . XlCIH . 83· of Pelias' (Le.,
Aeson' s) rejuvenation, and, of the sa1~ episode, with the
same confusion of na,rtes , Plaut., Pseud . , 869-71:
Ant.hol . Pal,, Xl . 256 .
--Macrobius, III. 13.13.
Juv. X. 354-5
Cf. P. -W., s.v. 1513,
Pliny, H.N. VIII. 183.
Cf. A.M. Cameron, "Myth and Meaning in Petronius," Latomus
29 (1970) 405ff.
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Why the Werewolf Urinates
by Barry Baldwin
At ille circwnminxi.t vest i ments sua, et subito lupus fact us est
(Sat . 62.6) . Why? fo Smith's words, the circle of urine is
"probably" to be seen as a magic device for protecting the
clothes rather than for effecting his transformation into a
wolf. Smith, I think, is on the right track, and he might have
been more confident in his view, as might have been M.
Schuster, Wien. St. 48 (1930), 161-62 who detects an element of
parody, At stake is the account of Arcadian werewolves in
Pliny, NH 8. 80-81, retailed in ridicule of Graeca credulitas.
In Pliny's version, the werewolf leaves his clothes on an oak
tree in the middle or a marsh, whence he reclo.ims them nine
years later by swimming back across the water, The Petronian
circle of urine is a comic variant on this, I do not insist
that this conjunction of Petronius and Pliny does anything for
the date of the Satyricon, though some might. To appreciate
fully the humour of Petronius here, one should not turn so much
to the usually cited article of K.F, Smith, PMLA 9 (1894),
1-42, or even to Herodotus' brief mention (4-:-To5) of Neurian
werewolves, but rather to the (pseudo) scientific accounts of
the symptoms and cure of lycanthropy in such Greek texts as the
fragment of Marcellus Sidetes published by W.H. Roscher ,
Abhsndl . der Philol , -~istorisch . Class. der Konig! . Sach,
17, J ( Le'lpzig, 1897), 79 -86, the largaly Ldentical text in J. L.
Ideler, Physici et Me#ci Gr11eci (Berlin, 1841), 282, and the
versified rem11rk11 of the aleve nth-ce,~tury Byzantine polymath
Michael Psellus in his De Re Medics, ed. Ideler, ~ . , 227,
vv. 837-41. From these we learn that, as in Petronius,
werewolves were associated with graveyards, also that they are
recognisable by pallor and dull eyes, characteristics which
Petronius comically transfers to his narrator Niceros, and that
their condition is curable by blood-letting, which Petronius
again comically achieves by having his werewolf wounded in the
neck by the farmhands ,

Trimalchio's "One a nd Only"
by Barry Baldwin
A speaker at Sat, 37 .4 com111ends Fortuna ta as Trimalchionis
topanta . Rightly reject...lng as tmplausi bfo t h e notlc:m of Sijs s
chat Lt l s due to the tnnu..nce of topoa , SmJ.tb' s note on th
passage otherwise does not go beyond the l ame "the explanatJ.on
of the change for ta pants to topan t a l s unknown." Unless
Pecroaius lnt,md cd his speaker to commie a solecism ( the view
of Biicheler), the sl1nple a"9wcr may be that there ts no
change. Although the marginal Greek ta panta in~ looks more
like a gloss than a variant, I can see no objection to reading
Petronius' word as tapanta, which is how Lewis and Short
register it without qualms- the OLD has topanta. In support of
this, one may adduce the unique Latin noun tapantio, meaning
paraphernalia and obviously based on the Greek ta panta, found
in CIL 6.25861.5 (~Dessau, ILS 8146),

Opimian Wine
by Barry Baldwin
In AJP 88 (1967) , 173-5 , 1 suggested o n the b asi.s of Pl'l.ny, _fil!
14 .55, that "l'rimalchio wa s ahowing his oenosophic ignorance by
ser viag as a choice beverage an old wine that in h:l,s day was
normally used as a seaso11ing, Smith in hi s Commentary (Ox.fui:d,
1975) reports this notion without criticism, add'lng that
'l'rtmalchio was being absurd i n put Ung cent um. on his label
along wlch a remote co nsular date, An alternative to my
suggest.J..on is that of; P. Bicknell who (AJP 89 (1968), 347-9),
h aving quoted Pliny , NH 14.62, to the effect that Falernian is
o,nJ.y secundae nobilitatie , concludes that Tr'ima.lc.hio ' s Op.iJnJ.an
is a palpable fraud in that 'he has at1signed a vint.age tQ a wine
whose vintage ca11not in face be speciH.ed , also that he gives
it t he wrong date , Bicknell .fu.rther quotes the opinion of
Galen in Atheoaeu t; 26c to the effec t thac Fslernian i s potable
after t en yeara o.nd g-0od from fif teen to twenty, af ter which it
produces headaches and injury of the nervous system . Galen
s hould have known since, ae I now see , in De Antidotis (14 . 25
Ki.ihn) he mentions that he tasted Falernian wines (which,
unlike Pliny , he calla the best - ton sriston) more than s
ce nt ury old ecco.r ding to the labels on the jar s . I emphasise
that this Antonine reference is not. put fon.t,u:d in suppoct of
Marmorale' s date for the Sa tyricon - I remain a Neronian on
th$t. It does seem to confirm that Trimli.lchio was trying
realistically t o ape his betters , but that as so often he got
t he details wrong .

Seleucus' Bad Language
by Barry Baldwin
Fdgori l.aec.usin dico is Seleucus' sumin'l ng-up ( ~. 42,2) of
the calorific effect of mul.si pultarium , his pre ece nce. o~er
bathing . In his note on th is passage, Sni.ich comm nts on t h<'!
rarity of s uch obscenities Lo the Satyricon . Tuo points ma y be
added . First, o ,1e i;annot " screw" t he cold any more than one
can " screw" avarice aa 1n Martial 11.58.12 - literally, that
is, Tllis me t aphoricsl usage may imply that the force of the
imported .l nd e<:ency h"ld \,[eakened in first-century Roman dra wing
rooms, a v'lew t endered by Kea: in his Loeb of Ma:rttal and
developed 1n J ,N . Adams, The Latin Sexual Vocabulary (London,
1982). 132, albeit c ontrary to that of H.D. Joce.lyn tn hiB
m,,giaterial paper on la.ika.zein J.n Proc . Cambr , Phil . Soc . 206
(1980), 17-19. There are plenty of J) rllllel.s 'ln contempor i:y
British a nd American English . Secondly, Petronius prnbably ha.d
in ,nind s uc h passage:i as the fragment of A11t iphal'iee quoted in
Athenaeus 18c whei:e the speaker begins by curs i 1tg the bath ln a
1nild way (eis ma.ka rion to loutron) ond 1,1oes on to bemoan cha
pa.in of scraping, ex.ac tly ae Seleucus dose . The 11.terary
element in Petron.ius J.s 11ot tQ be downplayed, a.nd such
similarities are likely to have been consc iou sly included and
intended for the appreciation of en e ducat e d reader .
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The "Very Rich" Trimalchio
by Barry Baldwin
Ipse nescit quid habeat, adeo saplutus est, says a speaker at
Sat, 37, 6 of Trimalchio, Saplutus, an apparent hapax
legomenon, is explained by Smith and others as standing for the
Greek zaploutos, I agree with this view, which has the epi
graphic backing of CIL 1, 1047 (adduced by Smith), though we
might note that Lewis and Short register the word as zaplutus,
In selecting saplutus, however, Petronius may have intended a
pun on salaputium, a rare word used by Catullus 53,5 in report
ing what a heckler said of one of Calvus' speeches, I agree
with J,N. Adams, The Latin Sexual Vocabulary (London, 1982),
65, 252, against J, Knobloch, Rh. Mus. 112 (1969), 23-27, that
the word is offensive, having to do with penises. Not being one
who feels a need to find dubious double entendre everywhere in
Petronius, I emphasise that my reason for suspecting one here
is the fact that the same speaker goes directly on to call
Fortunata a lupatria, another unique hybrid and another one
whose level of insult is debatable; cf. Adams' discussion in Rh
Mus, 126 (1983), 333.

"'all this .. ,to coincidence" if "The Tale of the Hunchback" in
the Arabian Nights did not also provide points of contact.
A. Scobie, Apuleius and Folklore (1983), has recently
applied his expertise as a folklorist to elucidating the
folkloric background of Books 1-3 and the episode at 9.29-31 of
the Golden Ass.
Finally, in the context of searching for the cultural and
intellectual "origins" of the Golden Ass mention should be made
of the innovative approach of G. Anderson in Eros Sophistes
(1982). He sees the novel as in part a pastiche of Plato.
In closing, it should be emphasised that the few details
that I have reported represent only minor elements in the books
of Winkler and Anderson. They are a small sample of their
determination as well as Scobie's to advance beyond the kinds
of monolithic interpretations that with regrettably few
exceptions have been in a state of suspended animation since
the time of Beroaldus' commentary of 1500.

Freedmen in the Satyricon:

the Portrait of Hermeros

by John Bodel

Recent, Innovative Schol arshi p on Apuleius' Golden Ass
by Gerald Sandy
Readers of the Newsletter who attended the International
Conference on the Ancient Novel in 1976 may recall that in my
report on the scholarly activity devoted to Apuleius during the
one-hundered years subsequent to the publication of Rohde's Der
griechische Roman I was able to cite distressingly few original
contributions to the study of the Golden Ass. Peter Brown who
is quoted on the dustjacket of one of the books to be
higlighted below, seems to have been equally distressed when he
wrote of the "state of suspended animation to which it [viz,
the Golden Ass] had been condemned by monolithic
interpretations."
On the same occasion almost ten years ago I
expressed the desperate need for a book such as T,D, Barnes'
study of Tertullian to present Apuleius wearing his many caps-
those of novelist, sophist, orator, philosopher, folklorist and
natural scientist--within the intellectual climate of the
second century.
Four important books have recently set out new perspectives
from which to try to catch glimpses of Apuleius' intentions and
of the cultural context from which his novel emerged. I do not
propose reviewing them in detail here but instead only
singling out a few points of view that they share or that seem
to me to be particularly promising.
From the University of California Press, which seems to be
becoming the alma mater of seminal studies of the ancient novel
(first Ben Perry's great book, then Hagg's, followed now by
Winkler with one by Reardon imminent as well as the transla
tions being edited by him scheduled to appear in a few years),
comes J,J. Winkler's Auctor & Actor: A Narratological Reading
of Apuleius's "The Golden Ass" (1985), In answer to the
question why did Apuleius choose Isis rather than some other
symbol that could give new meaning to the earlier events of the
novel Winkler proposes among other considerations the Life of
Aesop which presents "a common format of cultural criticism
that is informed by a peculiarly self-denying intelligence,"
Winkler maintains that the folk-book Life of Aesop helps to
elucidate the Golden Ass in at least two ways. First, its
vulgarity, wit and divine intervention estabilish it as a
previously overlooked comparandum, Second, Aesop is the
traditional Deformed Man who "speaks comically and culturally
against the tyranny of conventional wisdom," perfoming the same
function as Apuleius' "Socratic game of provocative question
with no authorized answer,"
In a chapter provocatively entitled "The Golden Satyr, or
Encolpius the Ass," G, Anderson, Ancient Fiction (1984), moves
from a conventional comparison of the Golden Ass with the Saty
ricon to consideration of "a number of short but quite striking
links between either ••• [one or the other of them] and a
common third text," the Life of Aesop. Anderson cites some of
the_ same episodes as Winkler and would be inclined to assign

A widely held view maintains that the freedmen guests as
sembled at Trimalchio's table, though noticeably less vulgar
than their host, are essentially no different from him. This
view which is mistaken, has obscured an important part of
Petr~nius' literary intentions in the Cena, The "realistic"
depiction of Trimalchio's milieu was neither gratuitous
(realism for its own sake) nor intended to reveal directly
Petronius's attitude towards freedmen (moralizing social
commentary); rather, it served as one component in Petronius'
development of the theme that a freedman's status is immutable
and inescapable.
Hermeros is a figure of greater importance than has previ
ously been recognized, The pattern of his contributions to the
conversation distinguishes him from the other freedmen and sets
him up as a foil to Trimalchio. Hermeros' attitudes towards
education, wealth, and "status" reveal a fundamentally differ
ent conception of the Roman social hierarchy than that held by
Trimalchio. A close comparison of Hermeros' autobiography
(Sat.· 57) with the non-literary evidence for real freedmen
shows that Petronius drew a consistent portrait, without dis
tortion or exaggeration, of a successful independent freedman.
The things that Hermeros values most -- his Roman citizenship,
financial solvency, and reputation for honesty -- are the
things that real freedmen proudly recorded on their tombstones.
Above all, Petronius emphas~zes Hermeros' lack of social pre
tensions and his pride in having worked his way otlt of slavery.
Unlike Trimalchio, who struggles to adopt attitudes and
behavior appropriate only to persons of distinctly higher
social status, Hermeros presents himself as a typical member of
his class and demands respect for being what he is, a freedman.
· Taken together, the two characters' attitudes towards their
social standing illustrate the true immutability of a freed
man's status: neither Hermeros nor Trimalchio can win respect
in the eyes of his social superiors because neither can escape
the taint of his former servitude.
The interpretation is supported by another passage in the
Cena, Immediately preceding the series of five freedmen's
speeches recited in Trimalchio's absence (41-46), Petronius
presents two of Trimalchio's jokes, back to back, which reit
erate precisely the point that he makes is his portrait of
Hermeros: the transition from slavery to freedom is simple;
the transition from freedman status to freeborn status is
impossible. By portraying Hermeros as a typical freedman,
Petronius suggests that his literary representation of a
freedman's milieu be seen as reflecting the circumstances of
real freedmen of the period and encourages his readers to
recognize that his aims in the Cena are n~t purely burlesque,
(Abstract of a paper read at the 1984 APA meeting in Toronto,
28-30 December.)
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The Greek Novel
by B,P, Reardon
'this r e p·o rt c:ontai1u, 'l tems that 1:uive appeared since the .last
one (Newe l et ter 15 . 2 Jul'IC 84), with occasio.rml mention of irn.
earlier ltem ln s pe.cinl cases , l~ was mostly put togc.ther last
sumtnc ; the.re may be holes t n it , since for so,ne months my
acces~ to libr.ai.:i,,s has been r est ricted by tyche (I have been
captured by madical pira t es - but I hope t o escape soon), A
few el usive Lu e ms are· asterisked; ti your library ts beaten I
could hel1> (but only astedsked lte,ns, ple ase ! ); Dept. of
Classics, Unlversity of California, Irvine, CA 92717. PSN/CN l
• Newsletter r port on t:he Creek Novel in 12 . 2/13 May 82;
PSN/GN 2 ~ 15,2 J u~e 84; AP= L' Annee Philologique . Readers
a re invited to send items to Gareth Schmeli1\g or to me for
·disseminatton here .
I,

GENERAL

Some prolegomena are appropriate this time, to pick out matters
of comprehensive interest, as follows:
Literary Histories : three accounts have suddenly apperu:ed
at once in English, At !ast the first (Gree k) volume of the
Canibr dge Hiato-r y of Classical. Literature (CHCL) ha$ emerged
from the pipeline: E.l.. llowi.e' s discu.ssion of the novels now
stands beside Lesky' s, if indeed .it does not replace it, ns the
only syste~t:Lc litera_ry-his to·r ical discllssions available in
Englis h in this form (but of course the r e. is now fUlgg ' s book
l'SN/GN 2); J, de Ro ndlly'.s account, though l t does not cover '
mu c h ground, ls nl,iable ; Peter Levi's 1 a not. See below .
Translations: there are now Spanish and German collections
to add to the French (Grimal 1958) and Italian (Cataudella
1958), Spanish: Biblioteca Clasica Gredos, Madrid, Several
volumes: Alex,-roman, C, Garc1a Gual, 1977; Char, Xen, Eph,,
Fragments, Julia Mendoza, 1979; Hld,, E, Crespo· GUemes, 1979;
Ach, Tat,, Long,, published but details not known; Ap, Tyan,,
details not known; those I have used are excellent, German: as
well as Plepelits (Char, 1976, Ach, Tat, 1980, both with good
introduction), there is now a collection ed, by B, Kytzler, Im
Reiche des E·ros . S.llntlic:lte Lie bes- und Abenteuor-romane der Antike, 2 vv ., Hlrnchen 1983; also a Charlton, Kallirhoe
(after Plepelits?), by Chr, Lucke and K,H . Schafer, Nachwort
by H. Kuch, Leipzig 1985, Verlag Philipp Rec.lam, For the UC
Press volume in progress, see below.
Collected Bei triige. A long-projected volume has now
appeared : H. Glirte,; (ed . ), Beiuage zum gr. Liebersroman,
Hildesheim, Olms , 1984. Photo-reprinted ,n:c-icles or chapters :
t:-en on the Gattung (8Urger , Ueinze, Bllrwick, Lavagnini,
Sinko, Giangrande , Merkelbach, We h rli, Perry , Reardon) and ten
on lndiv:tdual cn11onical atithors ( Perry and l'apani.kolaou on
Char . ; Zimermann on Xen . Eph . ; Scde.lm.eier o n Ach . ta . ; Georg
Rohde mtd Chalk on Long.; Weinreic h, $zepes.s y , Haza.l, Keydell
on l:lld,); bibliogra11hical update. A very useful vol ume .
Stanlord Conference: A mini- conference took place at Stan
ford in May 1985 (main speakers John 1nntler, Susa11 Stephens ,
Ludwig Koenen)· on The Greek Novel Fragments and Egyptian Nar
ratives . Speakers agreed that there was no connectio n of any
significance between them: luc.us a non J.ucendo , This waG
related co the n<?w Winkl e-r-Stephens edition of the frag ,µents
(i.n progress) . Details below, s , nll, and see In Preparation
Fragments .
- -'
GENERAL - INDIVIDUAL PUBLICATIONS
Anderson, Graham, Ancie11 t Fiction: the Nove l in the
Craeco- Roman World~ Londo n/ Sydney ( Croom Helm) and Totowa NJ
(Barnes & Nobles Books) 1984 , pp . 248 . This is a series ~f
f~fteen essays around a theme, not a literary history 11 la
Bagg; and the preview in ~ Dec 83 ( p , 8) , althoug)l ta ke n
9 tra lght from the p ublisher ' s own a nnouncement , now needs
Consider11ble modificotion , "In this book I have set out co
illustrate the diversity of techni(lues and outlook of the Greek
and Roman novelLsts in a new framework , At last it has proved
possib1.e to trace the origins of the works t o the earliest
known Near Eastern civilisation, and to beg1n to see what

classical craftsmen were able to make of a heritage of story
telling as old as the oldest known literature of any kind"
(Preface),,, "Rohde' s great problem, the origins of the Greek
novel, is now substantially solved" (Ch, 15), A bold claim, I
let Tomas Hagg speak (see below, Forthcoming, "The Oriential
Influences on the Greek Novel", note SJ) . "A,' s recent book,
while not solving, as it claims, the problem of the origins of
the novel, has the great merit o f assembling a rich material
from Oriental sources (from Sumerlan myths to Arabic and Per
sian narrative literature and modern folktales) which show more
or less close resemblance to the story-patterns and motifs of
the ancient Greek and Roman novels, The handling of this mate
rial, however, leaves much to be desired: many of the parallels
adduced are less than convincing, the author completely fails
in making a distinction between phenomenologically explicable
similarities and really significant ones, and he makes no real
effort to sift his ma t erhL chronologically or trace the actual
ways of influence", Though mindful of the compliment of a
dedication, I must agree. But with this thought, that like
Merkelbach's rival Mysterientext theory A,'s thesis (which is
conducted with his customary fluent erudition) could turn out
more fertile than we yet know, if only by provocation, The
methodological parallel with Merkelbach's book is remarkable,
in fact: Hiigg's sentiments could be applied as is to Roman
u, Mysterium, Watch this space.

Bowie, 13, L. , "The Greek Nove l" , in Cambridge History of
Classical Literature I, edd, l' . E, Easterling and B,M , W. l<nox,
Cambridge, C, U.P ,, 1985, ch , 20,6 = pp . 683-99 , A major and
very welcome t reatment . ·p redictably acute and independent , it
joins the Ua.ndbuch merits of a literary-histod,cal seetion to
rewarding cri.Ucal a nalysis o f the 1najor texts , ll , brings ou.t
well the range of the now quite m1merous e x tant texts and
fragtn 11ts; he play down soeio-cultural analysis (e . g. Rea rdon)
ln favor of more purely literary aspects (recalling Rohde after all ! ): the farm is "lighter reading for the intel
l igc n tsio" more t han myth for t he t.lme (a.re the two mut\la;t1y
exclusive?) . Recommended strongly to those who do not know the
novels, and urge1,tly to those who think ·they do ,
*Cic u , L., "La Poetiea di Ariatotele e le str u.c tture
dell' antico rq1nanzo d' .unore e d 'ovvent u re ", Saudalioa 5 (.1 982)
107-41 , Not in AP 1982 ; a new journal from ?Padua ?Pisa
?Perugia, not yetin all drugstores .
*Effe, B,, "Entstehung und Funktion 'personaler'
Erziihlweisen in der ErzHhlliteratur der Antike", Poetic.a
7 (1975) 135-57, Increasing sophistication in ancient nar
rative technique, This_!!. in AP but is easy to fail to get; as
with Emerita, there is more t han one journal under the name,
Kuch, H,, "Gattungstheoretische Ueberlegungen zum anti ken
Roman", Ph 129 (1985) 3-19, Tour d ' horizon of the problems
involved in classifying ancient ·prose fiction,
Levi, Peter, A History of Greek Literature, London, Viking
Press, 1985, pp, 448-53 on the novel, Amateurish and inade
quate, We learn from the bibliography, incidentally, that E,R.
Dodds wrote a book called Pagan and Christian in an Age of
Eternity,
Romilly, Jacque.line de, A short Uistory of Greek 1,i terature,
translated by Lilian Doherty, Chicago/London , U. of Chicago
Press, 1985, Not intended to be a critical discusaton (cf . the
title of the otiginal , Pr€cis de littlh'atui:-e grecque,
Paris, P,U,F,, 1980), but a bandy summary of the current state
of play; the two pages on the novel (205-207) are of course
sound, though they discuss only the Liebesromane,
Stark, Isolde, "Zur ErzHhlperspektiv im gr. Liebesroman",
Ph 128 (1984) 256-70 , Narratological examination of "points of
view" and their consequences,
*Isagarakis , 0,, " Odysseus ' Sto.y-ce.l ling and the European
novel" , Archaios,oosia 1 (1980 ) , 353-65; in Grc.ek, resume in
English p, 365 . In AJ? (-1982 82369), but not a readily acces
si:bl e journal, and AP does not point o u t that the narrative J1rt
in question is ego-narrative, which is subse(luen tly picked up
by Ach. Tat . , !Ud., and some Renaissance' writers ,

.-
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Achilles Tatius
Segal, Charles, "The Trials at the End of Achilles Tatius'
Clitophon and Leucippe [sic]: Doublet and Compleme ntaries " ,
SlFC 77 (1984) 83-91, Like many romance-writers, Ach, Tat,
~ the structural device of doubling and complementation, in
characters (sensual Melite, innocent Leucippe) and narrative
function (violent death, intact rebirth), "to explore the dual
aspects of the archetypally feminine".
Chariton
*Edwards, D, R., "Chari ton I s Chaereas and Callirhoe: Reli
gion and Politics Do Mix", Society of Bibli c al Literature 1985
Seminar Papers, ed. K. H. Ri chard s , Atlanta , Schola r s Press ,
1985, 1124 = 175-81. Studiei; "the inte rplay of [the ] r eHg1.ous
element with political and social features in Chariton's text
with speical emphasis on the role of Aphrodite,,,Chariton's
text in part expresses the civil and religious pride that
Aphrodisians felt for their cult of Aphrodite," An interesting
and thoughtful paper, which uses the evidence produced by
excavation at Aphrodisias to establish the writer's social con
text, A promising approach, although I think that the function
of Aphrodite in the story is overestimated,
Lucke, Christina, "Zum Charitontext auf Papyrus", ZPE 58
(1985) 21-33, A thorough and important contribution to the
text: the papyri, with the exception of P. Michael, 1, are a
more reliable guide to the text than F, and Molinie's text
must be replaced (cf, my REG review of Molinie, PSG/GN 2),
Heliodorus
*Colonna, A,, "Volgarismi in Eliodoro", Paideia 37 (1982)
86, 4th C, Umgangssprache? (AP 1982 #1998)-.--Puiggali. J •• "Le sens du mot Cl\/TL1lEOS
chez Heliodore
4, 7,13", Ph 128 (1984) 271-75. The word never = "hostile", as
LSJ ad loc,, but always derives from the sense "godlike".
Historia Apollonii Regis Tyri
Hunt, J.M., "More on the Text of Apollonius of Tyre", RhM
127 (1984) 351-61, "An annex to my 'Apollonius Resartus:A
Study in Conjectural Criticism', now on the eve of publication
in CPh",
Vidmanov4, A,, "Zur alt tschechischen Erzahlung iiber
Apollonios von Tyros", LF 107 (1983) 232-39: German resume
239, Text tradition, after Kortekaas' massive edition (PSN/GN
2).

Ziegler, R,, "Die Historia Apollonii Regis Tyri und der
Kaiserkult in Tarsos", Chiron 14 (1984) 219-34. Original
redacation soon after A,D. 215: Caracalla and religious
activities in Tarsus reflected in HART.

Bi llau], c , A,, "Les amants dans I'll : Longus , Be rna rd in
de Sn~nt-Pierre, Mishima", BAGB 1985.1 73-8 6 . "Is la nd s · off e r
novelist s a setting for an ideal (but colte ~en t) "'oi;l.d dis ta nced
from the real world. Evolution of the genr : de Saint-Pi e rre,
Paul et Virg.ini e , 1787; Yukio Mishima, Le tu1u11l te de s £lots,
1954.
*Billaul t, A,, "Le mythe de Syr i nx dans Daphnis et Chlo~",
Re chei;ches sur l ' imsginaire, Univ. d' Angers, u. E. ll.. des t.e t t res
e t Sciences Rumaines, Cahie r X, 1983, J. 6-26. Digress ion, or
in tegral in che s tory,? Tr ea tmen t in othe r a uthor s (Ovid , Ach.
'.I' t,) and resembla11ces to o ther 1nyths , J unc tion i n Longu,; .
Bowi e, E.L. , "The oc dtuu' Seve nth 1dyll, Phi.le ta s and
Longus", .£9. 35 (198 5) 67-91. Longue is put to use- to eluc i dll t e
'fheocri. tus VI.I; in th! s process -Lt i s a rg ued tha t s c11ne e pisodes
i n L. are ba11ed on eleme nt s in Philetas. rn ata king his point 8.
ta ke!! iss ue with Gre en (JTIS 1 982) and Mason (TAPA 1979)
se ts hls
( ~SN/GN l, 2) on the matter b f wher e Qn Lesbo~
s tory: B. thinks it is on t he E. coa st , by t'he mode rn vlllage
o f Mys tegn11.
*Brioso S.!inchez, M., "Notas sabre Longo", Habis 10-11
(1979-80) 105-18, A miscellany on matters arising in Books
I-II: sources, interpretation, text.

Geyer, A,, Das Problem des Rea litatsbez uges in der
dionysischen Bildkunst der Kaiserzeit, Wiirzburg, Konrad
Triltsch Verlag, 1977, esp. pp. 14-28, on the relation between
Longus and Dionysus-cult: ~ • is not a myste ry-text. Cf,
her 1977 article in WJA (NF) 3 (1977) 179-96,
Imbert, C., " StoiZl:og i c ~nd Alexandrian Poetics", in Barnes
et al., Doubt and Dogmatism, Oxford 1980, 182-216 (esp.
198-216). Not the likeliest place, perhaps, to look for a dis
cussion of Longus; 1 thank David Blank for the tip, "Longus'
prologue contrasts two ways of perceiving the picture he found
in the grove of the nymphs ••• L. elevates the first simple
vision into a revelation" (203). In other language, the pro
logue "examines,,, the way in which discursive thought is
subordinated to the enigmatical synthesis of an image treated
as a sign" (194). Oh,
Vieillefond, J.R., Pour L' amour du grcc , Cahie rs Paul-Louis
Courier 11,7-8 (1982) ( Tour s ), l;'p. l19-U1 Md notes 137-436
(=pp. 169-91) are on the subject of the infamous inkstain made
by Courier on ms. Conv. So ppr. 62 7 ( see e.g. Dalme yd a I s Bude
of Longus, 107-14), Did Courier do it accidentally or deliber
ately? V,'s conclusion is that Courier cannot be exculpated
after all: "in a fit of depression he made an angry, despair
ing gesture, smearing [the ms,] at the spot which had given him
the most trouble" (102), But Courier was really a good guy,
like most impulsive people: "an excess of uncontrolled violence
is the most plausible and kindest explanation". So now we
know, after 179 years and much heated argument; the incident
indeed caused a diplomatic row between France and Italy, And
the matter is still not forgotten, in the Laurentian library;
when in 1972 1 asked to look at Conv, Soppr. 627, speaking
French because my Italian was inadequate, a library official
accused me of being French and therefore personally implicated
in the vandalism, But 1 was finally allowed to look at the
ms., under individual scrutiny. Cf. PSN/GN 1,

Mor:ga 11, J.R,, "Lucian' ij True l:li s torie s and the Wonders
be yond Thule" of Antonius Diogenes ", fg_ 3 5 (1985) 475-490,
Cha lle u8e s t he accepted bel i ef tha t VU is in some degree
de pendent 11 n Ant, Diog,'s Apista, This ac ute and thoroughly
a rgued arti cle scores a hlt, a ve ry 11alpable hit: "it is
salutary to be remainded how a guess based on the flimsiest of
evidence can acquire unquestioningly accepted authority simply
by being repeated often enough, •• ,Lucian himself would have
been pleased with that thought".

Xenophon Ephesius
*Garson, R,W., "The Faces of Love in Ephesiaca or Anthia and
Habrocomes" , Museum Africum 7 (1981) 47-55 (AP 1981 115221).
Xen, has had an occasional sympathetic or even admiring treat
ment (Zimmermann, Witt, Schmeling); here is another, Not a
scholarly discussion, Much relating of plot, with
some analysis:~• is about the impediments to love and its
final · triumph, Not many have seen psychological realism and
skillful construction in this text, We are assured
that "the rich human interes t of X,' s material ensures its
universal appeal:. Wanna bet?
111,

FRAGMENTS

Antonius Diogenes
Morgan, J.R., see above, Lucian.
Metiochus and Parthenope
Hagg, Tomas, "Metiochus at Polycrates' Court", Eranos 83
(1985) 98-102, Cf, id, SO 59 (1984) 61-92, PSN/GN2.M & Pis
emerging into the light :-first Maehler (ZPE23 (1976] 1-20),
now Hagg. And more can be expect~d from extended examina
tion, when that becomes possible, of the recently-published
Eragm~nts of an 11th C, Persian romance, V~miq and
1Adhra (along with other material). "The chief object of
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the present brief note is to see to what extent the Persian
version may help us to restore the principal Greek fragments in
the part where the two overlap, namely the description of
Metiochus' participation in a symposium at Polycrates' court,,,
The preliminary conclusion is that V & A ,,,will be able to
advance considerably our general knowledge of M & P, its set
ting, plot and characters, but only to a lesser extent contri
bute to the actual restoration of the preserved Greek text",
H, also makes a substantial contribution to establishing more
of the (increasingly Chariton-like) historicity of M & P, All
of this, together with H,'s other ventures into the Oriental
tradition (see Forthcoming), makes a considerable step forward,
both in putting flesh on an important fragmentary Greek text
and in exploring an Oriental Nachleben of the ancient novel,
Nectanebus
Koenen, L,, see General, Stanford Conference. K,'s view was
that Nectanebus is ~roman" but a Konigsnovelle,

IV,

NACHLEBEN

Billault, A,, see above, Longus
Dyck, A,R,, see Forthcoming,
llilgg, T., sec Fragments and Forthcoming.
Moli.ni~, G., Du roman grec au roman baroque. Uo art
rnej eur du genre oar:ratif en l'rance sous Louis XIIr, Cen tre de
Rechecche ·" ldces , n,emes et Formes 1.580-1660" , Sen1'lca des
Publications de l'Universite de Toulouse-Le-Mirail, 56 rue du
Taur, 31000 Toulouse, France, 1982; PSG/GN 1, now published.
Aimed at the French novels, not the Greek; literary-theoretical
- compare (and contrast) G.N. Sandy's paper in A, & A, 1982
(note the coincidence of dates) (PSN/GN 2), which covers simi
lar ground and some of the same authors literary-historically,
Wilson, N. G. , Scholars of 'Byzantium, Baltimore, Johns
Hopkins Pres s ; 1981, Contains a number of interesting passages
on Byzantine Nachleben of the novels (see Index), and on their
manuscript trad.itiop: p. 225 for the notorious Conv, Soppr. 627

Sesonchosis
O'Sullivan, J,N,, "The Sesonchosis Romance", ZPE 56 (1984)
39-44, O'S attempts to fit the new fragment (P,Oxy, 3319) to
the two already known: order of the fragments, outline of the
whole story, Cf. PSN/GN 2 (O'Sullivan) and 1 (West, Luppe),
Another novel-outline emerging (cf. above, Hagg)? "The frag
ments accommodate themselves well to the notion that the novel
was a romanticizing version of the Greek legendary tradition
concerning Sesonchosis, just as the Alexander Romance is a
romanticizing version - garbled very probably to an unusual
extent - of the history of its hero",

Koenen, L,, see General, Stanford Conference, K,'s view was
t h a t ~ is not a "roman" but a riddle-text,
Translation
Lucke, Christina "Bemerkungen zu zwei Romanfragmenten (P.
Berol. 10535 = Pack} 2631 und P. Berol. 21234)", ZPE 54
(1984) 41-47, These were identified by Maehler asbelonging to
the same papyrus and published by Gronewald (ZPE 35 [1979)
15-20), who thought that 21234 followed directly on 10535; this
article contests that position, These are the texts which G,
thought reminiscent of Char,, and possibly parts of Chione.
Renner, T., "A Compos! tion concerning Pamphilus a-;;;i--
Eurydice", Proceedings of the XVIth International Congress of
Papyrologists, Chico 1981, 93-101, I repeat, for interest since non-papyrologists may very well not see these Proceedings
in the normal run of things - AP 1~81 //3014, "On P, Mich, inv,
3793, reportedly from Oxyrhynchus, of the 3rd or early 4th C,
A,D, The papyrus contains a fragmentary text suggesting a love
affair, reminiscent of a Greek romance", Most such papyri are
a century or so older.
Stephens, S,, see General, Stanford Conference, S, dis
cussed several papyrus texts: Sesonchosis, Pack2 2636 (P,
Mich, inv, 5, "Magus bested by love"), 2628 (PSI 981,
Calligone), 168 ( ~ . 416, "S€ance"), 244 (Cod, Theb,,
Chione); 2621 (P, Dubl, 3, Herpyllis) was on the program but
time ran out, Reexamination of the papyri is certainly not
otiose, See below, Winkler, (Rostovtzeff's suggestion that
Calligone comes from a historical romance a la Ninus seems
more and more plausible: Rattenbury, New'chapters 240-44
[scrips!]), On Sesonchosis, S, made the points that (1) exotic
content in a text does not imply an exotic form, and (2)
similarity in narrative patterns, from one culture to another,
does not imply a relationship (pace Anderson,~ above),
Whitehouse, H,, "Shipwreck on the Nile: a Greek Novel on a
'lost' Roman mosaic?", AJA 89 (1985) 129-34, I will let the
title do the work; AJA isreadily accessible, I suggest that
on the analogy of "Magus bested by love" (see previous entry)
this putative AtyJnTLOV ocnynµa
(the point is W.'s) be
known as "Shipwrecked passengers threatened by a hippopotamus",
(This mosaic is in Cardiff, which is not very far from
Stratford-on-Avon; so perhaps it influenced "Exit pursued by a
bear"?)
Winkler, J,J,, see General, Stanford Conference, W,
discussed "Definitions and Distinctions" (in narrative), and
produced his own commentaries on the texts discussed, He also
distributed copious material (including those commentaries) on
all the topics on the program; qua est amabilitate, he would
perhaps do the same, on request, for those who were not there?

The UC Press Collected Greek Novels in Translation, ed, B,P.
Reardon, proceeds; PSN/GN 1, It will now include also the
Alexander Romance (LDowden) and Historia Apollonii Regis Tyri
(G.N. Sandy), the latter being closely enough connected with
the Greek tradition to justify its inclusion; the addition
reflects the importance of these texts in later periods (as
well as UC Press's laudable forebearance in taking that point),
It has simply not been possible to get it out as soon as was
hoped, with the best will in the world - though predictions of
its imminent appearance, more optimistic than informed, never
did emanate from its editor, who is more anxious than anyone to
see it finished but proposes to do the job properly, The
volume is in fact nearing completion, but UC Press say they
will need a good two years for the total publication process;
so 1988 at the earliest, or not too long thereafter.

Reardon, B,P,, The Form of Romance in Antiquity (PSN/GN 1)
is almost completed, or so the author and the editor--;;-I the
series (Eidos series, University of California Press, T.G,
Rosenmeyer) fervently hope,
ANNOUNCEMENT
James Tatum now announces the second International Confer
ence on the Ancient Novel for 1989, at Darmouth: PSN/GN 2. The
postponements are not Tatum's fault, but mine if anyone's; the
intention is to link the Conference, if possible, to the publi
cation of Collected Greek Novels in Translation (see above) in
order to extend its scope to a wider audience, Further plans
will be announced here and elsewhere; in the meantime, those
interested are invited to write to Prof, J. Tatum, Dept, of
Classics, Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH 03755,
(cf, Longus, Vieillefond, above), which W. dates with confi
dence around 1270 ± 10 (early 14th C, has also been
suggested, but is out of court now),
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FORTHCOMING
In Press
Dyck, A,R,, Michael Psellus , Two Essays in. Comparat.1.ve
Criticism: The ·Com a:rlsons of Euri ides aod Geor e o Pillidia
and of He odorus a nd Adtllles Ta tius, edit!ed with
i ntroduction and commentary, i n Byzantina Vindobonensia
(monograph series),
Hagg, Tomas, "The Oriental Reception of Greek Novels: A
Survey with some Preliminary Considerations", SO 61 (1986), A
substantial treatment of a major new topic, theNachleben of
the form in the East - "it is seldom even realized that there
was such a thing", Three forms of transmission or influence
are considered: translation, adapted translation, creative
borrowing, Several factors militate against an extensive
tradition, Clearly this stands in some relationship to
Anderson's book, S!.Y.!_ above, General,
In Preparation
Texts

Chariton: two editions projected: H, Petersmann (Teubner
Leipzig and B,P, Reardon (Teubner Stuttgart); predicition about
dates would be asking for trouble, Two at once seems a lot,
but Chariton's survival has been as aleatory in the 20th C. as
it was in antiquity and later, Blake (1938) - the first and so
far the only scientifically conducted edition - came out in a
very limited number of copies (300, I am told, but surely more
than that?), and is rarer than the proverbial hens' teeth
(anyone who can let me have a copy can have my soul in
exchange), Three subsequent editions never appeared, for
various reasons: Zimmermann (obiit editor), Reardon's Loeb
(obiit Loeb, or almost), Papanikolaou's Leipzig Teubner (why?),
And Molinie's 1979 Bude needs replacing, to say the least
(see Lucke, above, s,n, Chariton), Outrageous tyche may have
more slings and arro~s up her sleeve, so we will talk about
saturation when saturation occurs,
Historia Apollonii Regis Tyri: Gareth Schmeling's Teubner
is in progress, for the more visible future (he tells me).
Fragments
Stanford Conference: the Winkler-Stephens edition of the
fragments proceeds; and L, Koenen expects to publish his
contributions (see above Fragments, Nectanebus and Tefnut),

